Shortly after the publication of Dr. BALTZER'S recent article in these ,,Archives, I sat down to discuss his latest objections to the ,~Mitokinetism~ interpretation of the cell-field; but various matters delayed the completion of the essay. I felt it absolutely necessary to give a short account of the physical aspect of the theory, which has been so much misunderstood and neglected by its critics, and to do this in a connected tbrm rather than once more to discuss piecemeal each plausible objection as it was raised. It is indeed fortunate that this delay occurred, for in the meantime a fresh discussion of ,The Problem of Mitosis,, has been published by Captain MEEK, M. So. so favourably known for his researches on what we might call the individuality and the biometrics of chromosomes; and his essay calls with still greater urgency for such expositiou as I had meditated, with adequate insistance on elementary physical principles.
In the present paper, then, I propose to set forth the fundamental physical and geometrical considerations on which the mitokinetism explanation rests, as applied both to the normal cell-field and to the polyester: examining in reference to the latter (rather exceptional) structures the objections that BALTZER has based on their occurrence.
This will give occasion to remark on certain characters of the living processes which it is impossible to represent in the simple models that I have used and described, and to show that the teaching of these models, necessarily incomplete, must be supplemented by easy reasoning based on knowledge and scientific experience. For this exposition I venture to bespeak the reader's careful attention, since some at least of the objections that I have had to answer in previous publications have been due to lack of such attention to my published work. I may note for instance that PrtE~A.wr adopted BALTZER'S ascription to me of assuming a ~change of sign, in the diseeding chromosomes, although it was evident on physical grounds that the total charges on every chromosome according to my theory must be zero (which has no sign), as I demonstrated afresh in a later paper.
After this exposition we shall deal with Dr. BALTZER'S latest criticisms, and with Captain ]~[EEK'S remarkable essay.
The apparatus used ( Fig. 1 ) has a square base-plate of iron, bearing four brass pillars furnished with screw-nuts for supporting' a wooden platform pierced with holes or a plate of brass for supporting paper or flat dishes or plates of glass. On the base may be placed straight electro-magnets each consisting of an exciting coil and a cylindrical core of charcoal-iron, which may also be used alone as an ,>inductor,. A mercury commutator allows of the reversal of the current in any of the coils, so that we can obtain any arrangement of ,like, or ,opposite, poles at pleasure. For demonstrating the character of the field we use magnetic dust, which may be fine iron filings, reduced iron, or native magnetite finely powdered and laevigated: this last has the advantages of not rusting, and of being an intense black, and therefore most suitable for photographing.
The part of the magnetic field selected is identical in character with a principal section of an electrostatic, osmotic, or other dual field; and we may make it unipolar, bipolar (homo-or heteropolar), F i g . 1.
Apparatus for producing by magnetism, a plane section through the poles of a field of induction:
A apparatus proper, B mercury commutator, C single electro-magnet, D core, E coil.
or polycentric. The dust particles aggregate along the lines of force when they are free to move, whether it be in the cloud raised by tapping paper, &c., on which they are dusted, dry, or when they are suspended in a more or less viscid liquid, such as glycerine, balsam, &c.
Now it is characteristic of strain-forces like magnetism and electricity that they are usually exerted about a centre, and their distribution obeys the Newtonian law: i.e., about a single centre, in a uniform medium, the intensity of the force is inversely proportional to the square of distance from the centre. This law applies to the distribution of gravity, radiant energy, conduction of hea L diffusion whether molecular or by currents, hydrodynamic flow, electrolytic flow of ions, electrostatic force, and magnetism so far as we can imagine the field about an isolated magnetic pole (which is a mere convenient figment). Among these forces gravity is exceptional in two points: it is exclusively a t t r a c t i v e , and all media are equally permeable to it. Most of the other forces which we have enumerated 3* (our list is not exhaustive) differ in that they reveal two opposite kinds of centre, which we may term, more or less arbitrarily ,positive, and ,negative,,. Thus the ideal flow-lines of heat in a conductor are from a thermic source or ~focus,~ towards a refrigerator: or, again the same field may contain two foci, or two refrigerators: the focus is positive, the refrigerator negative with respect to the medium. In any field of thermal conductivity we may imagine the medium to be divided up into a series of shells about the centres, such that every point on the surface of any given shell is at the same temperature: such surfaces we term ~isothermal, surfaces: there is no flow of heat along them~ but the direction of the lines of flow cut these surfaces at right angles: or we may more correctly say that imaginary lines drawn from the centre such that they cut successive isothermal surfaces at right angles are described as alines of flow,,, : they correspond in distribution with ~raysr of radiant energy, streamlines in the flow of liquids (where ,sourcer and ~sink~ correspond to focus and refrigerator respectively)~ to the flow-lines of diffusion currents and ionic currents, and to FARADAY'S lines of electrostatic and magnetic force. In the case of radiant energy we should term the surfaces corresponding to the isothermals, ~isophoticr surfaces: in the cases of electricity and magnetism, and similar forces we call them ~equipotential surfaces,. The intensity of the force at right angles to the equipotential surface is the same all over it, and there is no tendency to motion along the surface in respect of the field-force. It will be convenient if we speak of a group of lines of force by analogy with rays of light, as a ))pencilr
We may distinguish among converging pencils those whose outline is convex as ,spindle ends,, or if the pencil curve towards both ends as ,spindles,: the pencil with a concave outline we shall term a ,sheafs, and a pair of facing sheaves with the intereentric axis and the equator we term an ,anti-spindle, or ~crossed figure% after ]~HUMBLER.
So far we have limited our consideration to the centres and a uniform field. If we introduce into the field a body which affords a readier transit for the lines of force (or their equivalent)we modify their distribution. Thus suppose we place in a thermic field a ball of highly conductive copper, the surface thereof will be nearly an isothermal surface, and the surrounding isothermals will widen out about it: consequently the lines of force will converge upon it to enter it, and diverge as they leave it in the form of two consecutive spindle ends: This property which in the case of heat is termed conductivity has received from Lord KELVIN the general name of ,permeability,, which he originally applied to heat, electricity, magnetism, &e., though nowadays it is usually restricted to magnetic permeability: electrostatic conductivity may be regarded as infinite permeability. The converse of permeability is ,reluctivity, ; and when we wish to assign quantitive values to these properties we speak of ,)permeance, and ,reluctance,. A permeable body introduced into a field we shall term an ,inductor,<. We reproduce from Lord KELVIN a diagram to show the effect of introducing a conductor into an electrostatic field (Fig. 4) , noting that were it a sphere of soft iron in a magnetic field, the distribution would not be sensibly different.
It must be remembered that the ,lines of force, conception is a purely geometrical one, like that of ,equipotential surfaces,; and that both were introduced with reference to uniform fields. All our methods of demonstrating their distribution to our senses are, as FARADAY pointed out, necessarily based on disturbing the homogeneity in the field, however slightly, and so altering that very distribution we wish to demonstrate. The smallest thermometer in a uniform thermie field, the tiny ,>exploring~ compass-needle in the magnetic field, the floss-silk Fig. 4 .
A parallel pencil ~f lines of force deviated, by the interl~osition of a spherical inductor, so ~s to produce two ~spindle~ ends upon it taffer Ld. KELvin).
in the electrostatic field, the floating straw on running water, are one and all disturbers of uniformity, though their influence may be practically negligible.
The most instructive method of modelling the cell-field is doubtless the magnetic apparatus; and if for the dry dust in common use we suspend our dust in a viscid medium, we gain a greater insight. By using "~ warm solution of gelatine, which solidifies on cooling, we can retain the distribution of the dust at any moment. Again the dust, which is not very easily wetted, may be floated on the surface film of water. Now the familiar aggregates of permeable magnetic dust along the general direction of the lines of force, as described and figured in every textbook were by cytologists long confused with the geometrical lines themselves, which led to much misunderstanding; for the actual fibres of the cell-spindle had been regarded inaccurately as actual lines of force. We have termed them ~,material chains of force,. The magnetic chains when formed in liquid are usually continuous, and have even a small degree of tenacity, as seen by their persistence for hours across a vertical trough between two opposite magnetic poles: when formed in air or on the surface-film of water they frequently are discontinuous, lying in short leng'ths.
The cell-field as a whole, however, recalls the electrostatic field most closely, by which, in a dry climate, it can easily be modelled, as by FARADAY (threads of silk), or GALLARDO (crystals of sulphate of quinine) lying in turpentine.
But for this not only is a dry atmosphere required, but we have to take special precautions against shocks to the operator; and electricity offers no sensible advantages to compensate for these failings, since the section of a magnetic field at right angles to the poles offers a precisely similar character to any principal section of an electrostatic field.
In accepting the comparison of the electrostatic and the cell field, we admit that the centrosomes behave as charged conductors, and the achromatin filaments as chains of force, being more permeable than the liquid in which they lie, or than the ambient cytoplasm: and that the chromosomes are still more permeable, behaving as massive flexible inductors. This comparison gives a good account of many of the characters and changes in the cell-field, which are not accounted for by either their osmotic or electrical relations, as I have shown in detail in previous publications. The fullest account of this analogy is to be found in the Proceedings of the Royal Society (1905), which is accessible in every public library. The latest exposition, written for the cytologist with no deep interest in physics, and for the cultured layman interested in cytology is to be found in ,Problems of Life and Reproduction, (1913) , Chapter IV: ,The new Force, Mitokinctism,. Herein too is a full discussion of the reasons for regarding the three expressed in the cell-field as a ,new force~, i. e., one not found elsewhere, and only recently recognised. The essential character of this force is that it is centred on two opposite poles, but acts throughout the field, like its analogues electricity and magnetism, neither of which anyone would suppose to act ,at two points only, viz. the poles, (see below, p. 55). This point was made clear by GALLARr~O, who, as a civil engineer, was far to good a physicist to fall into this error. The passage is important enough to cite at length.
He refers to the ,creencia corriente que los polos concentran en st mismos la totalid;td de la fuerza polarizada cuando en realid~d es necesario suponer que la fuerza se halla en todo el espacio polarizado y que los polos son sdlo puntos de applicacidn de las resultantes de dichas fuerzas. En el concepto moderno de la electrici&id y del magnetismo se concibe la polarizacidn como una deformacidn el~stica del medio en que se hallan los polos, los cuales en vez de ser los dnicos activos, son m~s bieR puntos muedos del sistema~ (p. 37).
We translate: .... the current belief that the poles concentrate within them the totality of the polarisation of the field, whereas in reality we must suppose that the force resides in the whole polarised field, and that the poles are only the points of application of the resultant of the said forces. In the modern conception of electricity and magnetism polarisation is conceived as an elastic deformation of the medium in which the poles li~, and these instead of being the only agents, are really the dead points of the system.,, On the same page he correctly refers this view to CLERK-MAXWELL; and recalls the fact that other advocates of the dynamic interpretation of the cell-field have also regarded the centrosomes as )~dead points,, 1). It is strange to find this incorrect ,creencia corriente,~ persisting after 11 years, even among authors who profess to treat the subject ex cathedra; despite the fact that during that time electricity and magnetism have entered far more closely into our daily life.
All advocates of the dynamic explanation have realised that there must be other forces besides those expressed by the spindle, which is the expression of a tension along the lines of force, tending to approximate the ends of the spindle, and a pressure at right angles, which is expressed in the bulge of the spindle. The tension along the lines of force would of itself approximate the poles, and alter the spindle into an oblate spheroid, were it not resisted by other superimposed forces. We can see this conflict well in the cell-field of ]~]~yn-chelmis (Fig. 5) , where the ccntrosomes, structurally weak because of their enormous size, have given way under the pull and become ))blobbed,, their anchorage in the cytoplasm preventing their being drawn inward as a whole. GALLARDO attributes the polarisation of the field by the separatibn of the centrosomes to ordinary cell-forces, which he did not analyse further; and I introduced the term ,cytoplasmic traction% having in view the characters of the blobbed centrosomes of Rhynchehnis. I made a further suggestion that the spindle lies in a cavity, and that possibly osmosis into this cavity determined its enlargement, --which would take place in the easiest direction, that is the greatest length of the cell. i) I may note it was the reading of GALLARDO~S paper that induced me to work practically at the matter to which my attention had been attracted long before.
Later on I realised with others the part played necessarily by osmosis and electrostatic force, the centrosomes being like centres of both. It was S'rA~SLAS LEDUC who first called attention to the part of osmosis, and RALPH LILLIE, who demonstrated the electric conditions of the centrosomes.
From the outset I pointed out that our achromatin fibres differed essentially from the magnetic chains by which we model them in respect of their origin; in Metazoa they grow out from the centrosomes, whereas the magnetic chains are formed by simultaneous segregation o~-er the whole field. The outgrowth of the threads is clearly basipetal, and indeed they recall the fine pseudopods of Radiolaria and of Heliozoa. As they elongate pushing their taper points into the ambient cytoplasm, owing to their permeability they show a flexure along the lines of force, more or less impeded by the lateral friction of the cytoplasm in which they lie. When by this bending over the tips of threads from opposite poles, they approach about the equator, they attract one another, meet, and fuse, so adding constantly to the girth of the central spindle, as long as this outgrowth goes on; which, as in Fig. 7 , may be continued sometimes till the tel 9 This growth of the spindle by inflection of fresh rays from either pole is an absolute demonstration of the heteropolar character of the centres in respect of the force expressed in the spindle, which we have termed ,mitokinetismr This rules out of court all explanations based on the ,liker character of the centrosomes, advanced by RHUMBLER, LEDUC, GALLARDO 1) in his later work, KRISTI~E BONNEVIE~ and others. Despite their ingenuity, they all fail in this fundamental point.
The next difference between the achromatin threads and the magnetic chains is that the achromatin fibres are very tenacious and tensile, the magnetic chains scarcely so at all. This we may see by the simple experiment of reversing the polarity of one pole, whereupon the chains break up at once if formed in liquid (or on tapping with dry dust) to rearrange themselves along the altered lines of force. Now in virtue of the tenacity of the spindle fibres, we know that they will, so long as they are continuous across the equator remain in spindle form, whatever be the character of the poles, >~like~ or ,opposite,<. There is a very pretty experiment that I figure above ( Fig. 6 ): a skein of silk is fastened by sealing-wax to the poles of what is called a ,universal dischargers, and like charges are given to both poles: the threads diverge into the spindle form. If now we sever some of the threads, they immediately fly outwards and backwards, assuming the character of the lines of force of the homopolar field as far as their stiffness will let them do so. This experiment accentuates the heteropolar character of the cell-field, produced as it is by the growth of the spindle by the equatorial coalescence of rays growing out from either pole. We have now 1) GALLARD0'S r e c e n t views ignore the history of the formation of the spindle and of the equatorial plate: n a y they demand that the c h r o m o s o m e s should a p p e a r s u d d e n l y in situ! traced, step by step the reasons that have compelled us to admit that the spindle field of the Metazoan cell is the seat of a dual heteropolar force, analogous to electrostatic force. Can it be identical therewith? ~No! for LILLIE and others have shown that the centrosomes are homopolar in respect of electricity; they are also identical with respect to osmosis, as the inspection of VEJDOWSKY"S preparations, and of all good specimens of centrosomes will show. My reasons for regarding this special force as a new force are given in more detail in ,Problems of Life and Reproductions, already referred to. For want of care in noting" how far the magnetic models are applicable to the cell-field, much misunderstanding has arisen. Thus T. H. MORG*X writes: >~If the asters are supposed to be the outcome of forces emanating" from the centrosome or centrosphere, and if the maintenance of these fibres be due to the same activity, it is difficult to understand how the fibres could become bent and maintain themselves for a time in this form. The preparations (of centrifuged eggs: Fig. 9 ) give every indication that the fibres are real, though temporary structures., Exactly so! the fibres ares ~,real~ structures: they are subject to frictional resistance when the asters are moved through the rest of the cytoplasm, and they consequently ~lagr Even mngnetic chains, with much less tenacity, show the same phenomenon, as I demonstrated, in explanation ot the twisted spindles originally noted by ~[.~,t~K, by slowly turning a glass plate covered with melted jelly with magnetite in suspension over the poles of the magnets, so that the figure was fixed on cooling ( Fig. 8) .
MORGAN goes on: ~The observations give little evidence that could be used to interpret the rays as lines of force., But since my first paper, no advocate of any dynamic theory has interpreted the visible material threads as ,lines of foree~, which are ideal geometrical conceptions. The threads are ~material chains of force, containing lines of force, whose direction in the centrifuged egg is the resultant of the kinetic field due to the eentrifugalisation, and the dynamic field of mitokinetism. The spiral aster and spindle are most frequently found in the formation of the first polar body (Fig. 10 ) (where indeed MARK figured them as early as '79), owing to its formation as a superficial outgrowth and abstrietion: any deviation from mathematical radiality of the direction of the spindle would be safe to induce spiral torsion. The phenomenon is a striking refuta-tion of those views that regard the aehromatin fibres as mere streamlines (ef. K. BONNEVIE). Fig. 9 .
Twisted and bent spindles of centrifuged eggs after MORGAN.
It is interesting to note MORGAN'S insistence in this paper on the attraction between the chromosomes and the aehromatin fibres, which so strongly bears out my ascription of greater permeability of both to mitokinetism. We must bear in mind that the spindle-figure has nothing whatever to do with actual cell-division, the essential character of which is concentration about two l i k e centres. Mitotic fields may be formed again and again in the same mass of cytoplasm, with nuclear bipartition as the term of each appearance; and yet there may be no cytoplasmic divisions, so that the process determines the multinuclear mass of cytoplasm which VUILLE~IIN aptly termed an apocyte. Such structures are characteristic of most Phycomycetous Fungi, of the Siphoneae and Vaucheriaceae among Algae, and of intermediate stages of segmentation, or delayed types of brood-formation, in all groups of living beings. The contrast between the homopolar process of cell-division and the heteropolar character of the cell-spindle is well shown in a figure frequently referred to and reproduced by PRENANT from COE, as showing that the disposition of the achromatin fibres might sometimes be in sheaves! I reprint it (Fig. 11) to show that this is not one cell, but really two: cell-division is nearly complete though the daughter nuclei remain in telophase: the achromatic fibres of the mitosis which is already past persist, and passively reveal the concentration about the two ,dike~ centres of the sister Telophase of dividing oosperm of Cei'eb~'atulus. The chromosomes have formed into karyomeres, the centrioles have divided, and there is a small spindle (s) in each cell, the ~riginal spindle-field having lost its powers, The achromatin fibres of the spindle halves have parted across and have lost their tension. and now lie along homopolar lines of force of the segmenting cell, being passive and irregularly bent. This figure has been cited to suggest that the spindle-lines may be divergent across the centre of the field d u r in g karyokine~is~ tPhoto fi'om Pr, E-','AXT, after CoE. Compare l?ig. (;.~ cells, in either of which the centrosome has divided, and the tIER-~[.~.','X'S spindle (s), or young stage of the spindle-figure for the next mitotic division is already apparent on the outside of the daughter nucleus. As in other cases, the case cited as an objection becomes an argument in favour of the mitokinetism explanation. It is especially instructive. The case of the centrifuged eggs demonstrates further that the theories that see in the cell-figure merely current-effects like those of LEDUC, GALLARDO (later explanation) and KRISTINE BONNEVIE are absolutely irreconcilable with the facts of asters and spindle retaining their character despite the severe flexions and torsions they undergo therein. They evidently, as stated above have much the character of the ,filopods,,, or radiating pseudopods of several groups of Protista. In Rl~y~w]~elmis during the period of their formation they appear to actually serve like pseudopods for the purpose of obtaining nutriment from the food-yolk for the nourishment of the active cytoplasm (:>kinoplasm,,, or ,archoplasm,,).
Dr. BALTZER'S criticisms do not deal in any way with the constructive features of the mitokinctism explanation: he passes over such matters as the enlargement of the spindle by inflexion and equatorial fusion of polar rays; and attaches himself to certain details occurring in the polyastcrs, which after all are of exceptional occurrence. Herein he has done good service, for my treatment of these was incomplete, and it might well be supposed that the shortcomings of my expositions reflected on the validity of the theory. But his ob- Fig. 12 . jeetions may be met it" we have regard " .'~ to the very complex conditions of the cellfield, and assign due weight to the other forces which we know to reside therein, as well as mitokinetism. Unfortunately it is hard to give a simple account of complex processes.
The eases which he cites are 1) the normal tetraster with apparently two cross spindles, which would be inconsistent as I have stated elsewhere with Xorm~ tetraste .... delled in dry magnetic dust;: four Mternating poles any dynamic theory; 2) the equilateral united by consecutive spindles.
triaster, which I ha~'e thiled to model; 3) the tetraster with a single cross-spindle along the short diagonal, which again I have failed to model. I propose to examine these in order.
The normal tetraster consists of four poles of alternating sign at equal distances, united by consecutive spindles into a square (Fig. 12) .
This needs no elucidation: we note however that there is practically no force, as indicated by the deposit of dust-lines, at the centre of the figure. If now we introduce a disk of charcoal-iron as an inductor into the centre of the figure, we find that chains of force detach themselves from the inner sides of the spindles to anchor on it (Fig. 13) .
If this be of any size we see that the chains form a spindle end where they abut upon the inductor, so that along each diagonal F i g . 13.
CentralVreglon of normal tetraster altered by the introduction bf a central circular inductor: the centre of the field, now attracts chains forming four more or less well defined spindles between the poles and the inducter ~ The figure might be regarded as preformed by the apposition of four triasters, each of two poles and a centroid.
F i g . 14.
Normal cell tetraster with a mass of chromosomes about the centre deviating the achromatin filaments from the normal spindles so as to simulate cross-chains: notice especially the thread at a deviated towards the centre (after J. GUA~ --specimen seen by me).
there is now a pair of minor spindles abutting at their inner ends on the inductor. If instead of a single large inductor we had a number of small ones, we should find that (as MORGAS noted for the achromatin threads and the chromosomes) these would attract chains of force to rest on them, and so we have chains which appear to cross the figure by the diagonals from pole to pole, but which really anchor on one or other of the scattered central inductors. Bovnm's axiom quoted by BALTZER applies doubtless to normal spindles but not to such exceptional cases. I reproduce a tetraster from J. GRAY showing at (a) where an achromatin fibre leaves the normal interpolar spindle to which it rightly belongs to anchor on a chromosome. Could we visualise the lines of force we should see each such filament as the axis of a small pencil of lines of force converging in a spindle end on the chromosome. Thus the BALTZER'S ~)tetraster with two cross spindles~ does not exist, for each supposed ~)cross-spindle~, is not a single spindle, but a pair, tandem-fashion, joined up through a permeable chromosome. This misconception removed, the criticism of the theory based on it falls to the ground.
Tile equilateral triaster. One of the earliest criticisms of the dynamic theories was RtIU~IBLER'S: that with a dual force there could not be such a thing as three poles joined up by consecutive spindles. This was successfully combated by GALLARDO and by me; in that we showed that the introduction of an inductor at one side on the equator of a heteropolar field diverted, the chains of force in the neighbourhood to converge on it in a pair of spindle-ends, so as to replace the original spindle by three, a principal, and two lateral: the principal spindle joining up the two opposite poles, the lateral one joining one or other pole with the inductor, which we may term a ,centroid,<. The best model we can make with our fixed poles and inductors and our inextensible magnetic chains, is, as BAL'rZER notes correctly, an obtuse-angled isosceles triangle, with the principal spindle for its base; and he points out that we find triasters which he regards as equilater.tl. I may at once say that those which I have measured on published figures and on microphotographs are never truly equilateral1), although the tendency of the artist would naturi) I give some measurements taken from figures, which are probably made in all cases from camera drawings, and may be regarded as trustworthy. BALTZER'S ('08) Fig. 19 ating the centres that it unites than the lateral spindles possess, which unite each pole with the centroid. Therefore it is to be expected that the equilibrium of the figure will be reached by a closer approximation of the two poles, through the shortening of the stronger central spindle (A,B). I may point out that the tctraster with a large central inductor, figured in Fig. 13 , p. 48, can be regarded as a combination of four such triasters as I have described with the centroid as a common vertex to all, the poles comnmn to each tetraster with its neighbour on that side. As stated in the P. R. S. paper, such fig'ures may be united to fill space, in two dimensions, at least. BALTZER is quite right in criticising another model of a triaster which I made by obtaining a circular magnetic field, with three equidistant inductors on the course of the lines of force. I think that his objections based on the form of the spindles might be met, but there is a much graver objection. To produce this model we have to utilise that character of the magnetic field in which it differs essentially from the cell-field, and from the electrostatic field: I mean what I may term its ,solenoid~ character, a detailed analysis of which would be out of place here. It is owing to this character that we cannot have ,an isolated magnetic pole, like we have isolated electric poles or centrosomes. I desire specially to express my obligations to BALTZER for having induced me to reconsider and abandon this model.
The tetraster with one cross spindle (Fig. 15 ). This figure may be regarded as produced by the combination of two triasters, with a common base and poles, but with their equal sides and lateral inductors on opposite sides of the base. The centrosomes AB at the ends of the main spindle (i. e. the cross spindle) are ),opposite, poles; the two lateral ones C,C' are centroids. In modelling this, for the same reason as for the triaster, the interpolar or cross spindle must be the longest of the five, and occupies the longer diagonal of the rhombie figure. In the cell it frequently lies along the shorter diagonal: and this is notably the case where it persists after nuclear division is completed. The same reasoning holds here. All four centrosomes repel one another in respect of osmosis and 4* in the cell tend to shorten the cross spindle~ and so approximate the poles. Thus the cross spindle would come to lie along the shorter diagonal of the tetraster. It will be obvious that no new hypothesis is introduced, and that these three explanations of the phenomena cited by BALTZER rest on known and observed phenomena. It is only when mitokinetism is supposed to be the sole force invoked, and that the magnetic apparatus, with its strict limitations, is supposed to explain fully the complexity of cell-phenomena in every detail, that such objections can be held to have any weight against the positive proofs that the cell-figure represents essentially a dual force acti'ng in the way put forth here as in previous publications.
I must say here a word on R. GEIGEL'S article ,Zum Mechanismus der Zellteilung und der Befruchtung,, 1912. He shows that on any dyl~amical hypothesis, the chromosomes nearer the axis should ,lead,, those oi1 the periphery of the spindle ~lag, in their discession to the poles, which is quite correct. Trusting to diagrammatised figures, whose orig'in he does not give, he writes under the belief that it is the periphcral ones that lead; for his diagrams show a single zone of chromosomes (all therefore peripheral and on the same level), which are drawn in perspective, and suggest the possibility that some of the chromosomes are axial, and lag behind the others. A refercnce to specimens and to authentic figures is enough to show that it is the axial ones that lead i~l nature, as dynamic theories require. [ have pointed this out in the same Archiv (Vol. 85. '13). I have also noted therein that the exceptional cases where the spindle threads are zigzag instead of being tense are probably due to greater shrinkage iu the region external to the spindle in preservation and imbedding.
Captain MEEK'S article ,The Problem of Mitosis, stands on a very different footing to the well-considered writings of ]~ALTZER. It contains two parts, which we will consider in succession and a ~Conclusion,. The first ~Introductory~ is evidently designed as a historical >~analyse raisonn6e, of the literature of the subject. But from this summary he omits all mention of GIARD'S pioneering" work, as early as 1876 (in the ,Bulletin Scientifique du Nord de la France~(), a work referred to in WH,SON on ~The Cell in Development and Inheritance e, by GALLARDO, and by me, the work that was the starting point of all dynamic theory. The passage is worth quoting in full: 9 L'explieation physiologique du ph6nom~ne .... dolt ~tre 6videmment chereh6e parmi les ph6nom~nes physico-ehimiques et la production de pbles 61eetriques ou 61ectro-magn6tiques dans le noyau. Peut6tre arrivera-t-on ~ mettre expdrimentalement en 6vidence ces curieux processus en employant des spheres liquides en suspension dans un autre liquide, com.me le faisait PLATEAU, mais en m61angeant ces liquides de substances fortement magngtiques et capables d'acqu6rir des p61es sons l'infiuence d'aimants puissants. Il y aurait tout un ordre de recherches h entreprendre dans ce sees., This passage, which clearly shows how GIARD pointed out the .path to the experimentalists who have followed it, should certainly have found its place in the forefl'ont of Captain MEEK'S analysis.
The fiext omission is of another pioneering worker, ST.~-~ISLAS LEDUC, who investigated the characters of osmotic fields of force. His first paper appeared in the Comptes Rendus de rAssociation Fran~aisc pour l'Avancement de la Science (MoNTAUBA~, '02), and is duly cited by me in papers referred to by Captain MEEK. On LEI)UC'S work GALLARDO has built largely in his later work (also cited by our author), and it has been in some respects incorporated into the full development of the mitokinetism explanations. LEDUC'S experimentation is brilliant; and whatever view we take of his recent picturesque superstructures, no cytologist can afford to ignore his methods, or neglect his substantial acquisitions for science.
Captain MEEK'S references to my work are incomplete and inaccurate in many important points. The worst omission is that of my preliminary paper in the Comptes Rendus ('04) which contains the first recognition of material chains of force as the true analogues of the achromatin fibres, a recognition which has been received ever since by cytologists: this paper is of course referred to in my second paper (P.R.S. '05), which he cites. In his account of my views be begins ,In 1908 HARTOG said that division is caused by a mitokinetic force resembling magnetism,. Now in my first uncited note I had spoken of the field-force (which I had never suggested as the cause of division) thus .... la force sise dans les pbles ct qui produit les cbaines force que de kinoplasme et que j'appellerai Mitocin~tisme cause de ses analogies avec le magn6tismer But in the second paper I had made it quite clear that the resemblanceto magnetism was not the closest analogy. In the Summary is the explicit statement. 9 17) Since an isolated magnetic pole cannot exist, our magnetic model having simply served to show how the axial section of an imaginary field would behave, it is obvious that the cell-field being in three dimensiones and with isolated unlike poles cannot be due to magnetism,. ,)18) It is not improbable that the field may be produced by statical electricity, but for the present there is no proof thereof.
In 1907 I published two more popular expositions, the one in Science Progress ~, the other in the 9 Rivista di Scicnza,~ (now 9 Scicntia,). In the former magnetism is expressly rejected for the same reason, and a footnote adds ~in the complete magnetic field we have to take account of the opposite ends of the two magnets~. (I should have added ~,or the field about the bow of a horseshoe magnet,.) At the British Association at Leicester in the same year I communicated to the Physiological Section an Abstract, which is perhaps worth reprinting as a clear exposition of my views.
,The processes dynamic and other of the normally dividing cell may be analysed as follows: 1) Such as are known in the inorganic world: a) Osmosis and tnrgor found in the enlargement of the spindle; b) traction and tension of the viscid threads of the spindle; c) fluid resistance deforming the diseeding chromosomes; d) solution and desolution; e) surface tension (I should have added electric phenomena).
2) Such as are known to o%cur elsewhere in living plasma, but which have not been adequately referred to physieo-ehemieal phenomena: a) growth of chromatic substance and of chromatic fibres; b) protoplasmic movement, and especially that which is expressed in the elongation of the spindle; e) the transverse division of the elongated viscid bodies with increase of their surface, occurring in the ehromatin granules at right ang'les to the chromosomes in which they lie, and in the final division of the cell; d) the fusion and apparent loss of identity of the daugther-ehromosomes, and the reeonstitution of the daughter-nuclei.
3) Mitokinetism, a force analogous to electrostatic force, manifested in the karyokinctie field, in the splitting of the chromosomes, and in the diseession of their daughter segments. 4) Such as are found to have no clear equivalent elsewhere: the resolution of the nuclear network into a definite number of chromosomes: the orderly sequence of events, the different phenomena leading up by different roads to the same end. I close by speaking of the history as incompatible with refereilee to any single dominating force such as osmosis (LEDuC) or changes in the electrostatic potential due to transformations of colloids (RALPH R. LILLIE, G. MANN, ANGEL GALLARDO). ' < Captain MEEK cites in detail BALTZER'S objection that the disceding chromosomes should, on my views, undergo a change of potential, an objection that was due to a misconception, as I showed in this Archly in 1910.
:Not only, then, has he fallen into the same misapprehension as BALTZER, but he has in his survey of the literature failed to observe the paper in this Archly 1910 in which I pointed out the misconception, and gave a fuller explanation of the matter, which has so far remained unchallenged, and I presume to have been accepted by BALTZER.
We pass to Captain MEEK'S Disquisition. Everyone will agree that such a disquisition demands two qualifications of its author: an impartial judgment, and an adequate knowledge of the sciences involved in the problems considered that is to say the elements of physics, and especially of the distribution of forces in inductive fields, as I may term them. The most striking evidence as to the possession of the second qualification is to be found in his presentment of my proof from the enlargement of the spindle by the incurving of fibres emanating from the poles that the centrosomes have opposite polarity. ,This can only mean that the mitotic spindle is formed by a force acting at two points, viz. the poles., This is not merely a case of laxity of verbal expression, but the acceptance by tile author of that erroneous >,current belief,, against which GAL-LAICDO protested a full decade ago: for two pages further he speaks of my belief that the spindle is formed by a force >,acting at two points only (tile italics are mine) the poles,:: and in his Conclusion he proclaims that he has established the proposition that ,the spindle figure cannot now be regarded as an action at the poles~. After our quotation from GALLARDO (p. 39) we need not insist on this proof of absolutely complete lack of physical preparation. An optical illustration will not be unfamiliar to a cytological circle, and will clench the point: one might as well speak of light as a force ,at two points only, the source and the illuminated object,.
We pass to his supposition that to admit that the ccntrosomes are ,like,, in respect of osmosis and electricity, while they are ,unlike~ in respect of the spindle force implies an impossibility: ,one point in certain mitotic fields must represent two poles of opposite sign (he omits the necessary qualification --in respect of different forces --a reductio ad absurdum,. On the next page he speaks of il as ,,inconceivable~ : again he suggests that the view ,necessitates thr assumptionr that in the universe two sets of physical principles musl exist diametrically opposed to one another,,. Now I speak of differenl physical forces, not different ~,physical principles,, a phrase which ] do not understand. What is to me )~inconceivablcr is the author's naivet6 in considering the coexistence of two forces of differen| character over the same area as anything exceptional or strange: foi every machine demands such associations. Still since the objection has been made it must be answered by setting forth cases to make my meaning clear. Two heavy insulated brass spheres bearing opposite charges of electricity are none the less *like~ centres ot gravitation. Suppose I place in a dish of paraffin oil two disks of soft iron immediately over the poles of my electromagnets, and impart electrostatic charges to them, I can obtain the following ten combinations of magnetic field, and electrostatic field, of (~\+ ... Similarly we may combine thermic, osmotic and kinetic fields, while gravity comes in everywhere to complicate matters.
My observations on floating inductive disks in the magnetic field have been much interfered with by the field of surface tension residing at the surface of my liquid.
Thus the >,inconeeivability~ to Captain MEEK lies in his neglect of these common facts: his supposed ,reductio ad absurdum~ demonstrates the theorem that valuable criticism demands at least elementary knowledge of the subject treated. The fallacy of Captain 3h,~l.:K'S dialectic is the too familiar one of the schoolmen --ignoratio elenchi.
Captain ~[I~EI('S methods of discussion are his own. We have seen in what sense I describe mitokinetism as a ,new force~, which might well have been applied to such forms of radiant energy as the I~('}NTGEN rays on their discovery. Yet Captain MEEK invokes the odium theologicum or antitheologicum as a weapon. ~>Consequently the new force must be regarded as a special creation in the narrowest sense of the word.r (I do not understand the sense of the qnalifieatiou which I have uudcrlined.. He goes on in a sentence un-paralleled in the literature of our young science of cytology: ,We know that special creations are the last resource of the baffled investigator throughout the history of scientific thought, and that it has rarely(!l) or never proved to have been justified., After this we are not surprised to note his ,preferringr to think ,)that the spindle is not %rmed by a force acting only at its poles, rather than that it is the expression of a force whose action violates the principles on which physical science is at present based., I may take the opport~mity of stating that at every step in the construction and development of the mitokinetism explanation I have sought and been guided by the counsels and criticisms of the most distinguished physicists accessible, including at least three Fellows of the Royal Society. =None of these has perceived in my views the assumption of ),inconsistent physical principles,,, nor the >>vio-lation of the principles on which physical science is at present based<<, and my second, and really most important paper must surely have been submitted to some competent physicist as referee before it was published in extenso in the Proceedings of the Royal Society. This discovery of heresy has been left to the cytologist whose competence in matters physical is evident from the preceding discussion.
The mitokinetism explanation is, as developed by us, essentially eclectic, taking into account, as shown above (p. 54) all the known forces observable in the cell-fields, as far as it was possible. And this has been a stumbling-block to many, who in the natural passion for simplicity and unity would rather seek a simple explanation in a single force, such as electricity or osmosis, than in the complex simultaneous play of the many forces in which the cells, like ourselves, live move and have their being. That phenomenon in the cell which most strongly suggested physical analogues I have studied by physical methods. The problem of three mutually gravitating bodies requires for its approximate solution, even, the uso of the most elaborate weapon of mathematical analysis which I do not possess; and the conditions of a field of force containing bodies of various permeability and sizes is absolutely inaccessible to such treatment. Even the relatively simple problem of the trajectory of a single permeable particle moving without momentum in a dual field had never been worked out; but I have succeeded in determining its characters by simple experimental methods, and now propose to utilise the know-ledge in further study of the problem ot the diseession of the chromosomes which requires full elucidation --a task impossible until this problem had been solved. I venture to claim that patient and sincere work deserves better treatment than quasi judicial condemnation on a basis built up of the revival of obsolete objections, the misstatement of the author's theses and the application of erroneous ~physical principlesr
Summary.
1) This paper deals especially with the criticisms of Dr. F. BALTZER and of Captain M~EK. For greater intelligibility it contains a short account of the apparatus used by the author in modelling physically the cell-field.
2) For the same reason the characters of fields of force, homopolar and heteropolar, are explained; and the meaning of permeability is illustrated.
3) The distinction between geometrical ~lines of force,,, and material ,chains of force,<, of more permeable substance than the medium, extending along lines of tbrce is stated and illustrated. 4) Groups of lines of force are defined as pencils, concave or convex, the former receiving the name of ,sheaves~, the latter of ,~spindle-ends<<: a pencil terminated both ways by a spindle end is of course a ,spindle<',: a pair of sheaves with the expanded ends opposite constituted the antispindle or crossed figure.
5) Any pencil converges to enter and diverges to leave a more permeable body or ~inductor, on its course, thlls forming a couple of spindle ends anchored on the inductor.
6) The achromatin fibres are chains of the force expressed in the spindle: they are formed however by outgrowth from the centrosomes and inflection to meet on the equator --not by segregation in situ as in the case of the magnetic dust chains. 7) A further difference is that the achromatin fibres are continuous and tenacious, whereas the magnetic chains may be disc(mtinuous, and have but little tenacity. The persistence of the achromatin fibres becomes especially manifest in the bent or twisted spindles in centrifuged eggs.
8) The enlargement of the spindle in Metazoa by polar outgrowth in flexion and equatorial coalescence is an absolute proof that the centrosomes are of opposite polarity in respect of the force expressed in the spindle. 9) From 7 we infer that the achromatin fibres cannot be the mere expression of currents, from 8 that the centrosomes cannot be of ~like, polarity in respect of the spindle-force; and consequently the current, osmosis, and electrical explanations of LEDUC~ KRISTII~E BONNEVIE, and DAMtANovrrcH and CTALLARDO fall to the ground. 10) Since a beteropolar dual field of force demands a tension along the lines of force, and a pressure across them, it is obvious that the centrosomes under the action of the force expressed by the spindle woud tend to approximate, and that there must be some other force or threes to kee I) them apart or even to separate them during its growth: as such we put forward a) tim ordinary action of the cytoplasm in which the centrosomes are imbedded (,cytoplasmic tractions), b) the known ,like~ conditions of the centrosomes in respect of osmosis, c) the probable ~like,, conditions of the centrosomes in respect of electricity.
11) The chromosomes are of highly permeable material, as shown by the attraction between them and the achromatin fibres (inter alia): they may be regarded as >>flexible inductors,~.
12) Fibres of permeable material fastened at both ends to like poles will also assume a spindle arrangement, but fly back when severed.
13) BALTZER adduces the supposed existence of tetrasters with two internal, crossing spindles along the diagonals, as a fatal objection to any kinetic theory. It is shown that BALTZER'S instances do not bear his interpretation; that tile alleged cross-spindles are merely threads displaced by the attraction of the central mass of chromosomes: and that each supposed cross-spindle is really a pair of spindles anchoring on the central chromosomes.
14) BALTZE~,'S second objection is that on the dynamic hypothesis we cannot model equilateral triasters. In the first place no truly equilateral triaster has so far been figured in nature. In the next place our models are fixed: if we take tile model of two poles and a lateral inductor acting as centroid, and suppose them free to readjust themselves as they would be suspended in the cell, the tension would be greatest along the spindle between the two poles: the repulsion due to the forces in respect of which all three ccntres are 9 like+< be least between the two poles; so that there would be a double tendency towards equilaterality, and the position of equili-brium might well be with te poles nearer one another than to the centroid. 15) BALTZER'S final objection is founded on the tetraster with a single cross spindle. This is modeled by a pair of opposite poles, and a pair of alternating inductors as centroids, and has the cross-spindle (interpolar spindle) running the long diameter of the figure; whereas in the cell the cross-spindle usually runs the shorter diagonal. This statement is correct: the explanation is exactly on the same lines as for the triaster. This tetraster with one crossspindle is indeed equivalent to the fusion of two triasters by their poles.
16) BALTZER'S objection to my equilateral triaster model has led me to reconsider it, and to abandon it; since for its formation it demands a ~solenoid~ force resembling magnetism in that isolated poles cannot exist, contrary to what we note in the cell-figure. The mitokinetism explanation is thus not damaged by B,'tLTZEI~'S criticisms, which have directed to such exceptional cases as the polyasters, and do not touch the essentials. 17) Captain ME~K'S ;> Introductory ~ analysis of the literature is incomplete in its omission of all reference to the pioneering work Qf A. G~X~D and STA~SLAS LEDUC: he also omits my first paper, containing the crucial distinction of geometric lines of force, and material chains of force, as well as several other papers.
18) He misrepresents the author in ascribing to him the view that mitokinetism ,resembles magnetisms,, a view explicitly rejected on reasons given in his first extended paper.
19) He revives old valueless objections, founded on a misconception of the mitokinetism explanation, as shown by the author in this Archiv. 20) He misrepresents the author's teaching as well as established physical doctrine in supposing the forces of an inductive field to ~act at two points only, viz. the poles,~. 21) He holds that the superposition in space of two conflicting fields of force is >~ineonceivable~; whereas this is an essential character of every machine. His supposed ~reductio ad absurdum, of the author's views is thus an instance of the fallacy, ~ignoratio elenehi~,.
22) The author cites without comment sentences illustrating Captain MEEK'S mode of controversy.
23) The author recalls the fact that at every step he has sought the guidance of competent physicists, who have not recognised in his publications any of the violations of physical principles with which Captain MEEK taxes him.
Zusammenfassung, 1) Die vorliegende Arbeit besch~iftigt sich speziell mit den Kritiken von Dr. F. BALTZER und Kapit~n MEEK. Der griiBeren Vcrst~indlichkeit halber enthiilt sie einen kurzen Bericht fiber den Apparat, dessen sich der Verf. zfir 9 kiirperlichen, Modellierung des Zellfeldes bediente.
2) Aus demselben Grunde werden die Eigenschaften homepolarer und heteropolarer Kraftfelder auseinandergesetzt und die Bedeutung der Permeabiliti~t erl'iutert.
3) Es wird dor Unterschied zwischen geometrischen ,Kraftlinienr und materiellen ~Kraftketten,, aus permeablerer Substanz ale die Umgebung, entlang den Kraftlinien sich erstreckend, erwiesen und erl~utert. 4) Kraftliniengruppen werden als Pinsel, konkave oder konvexe, definiert, die ersteren erhalten den Namen ~Garben,, die letzteren heiBen ,~Spindelenden,:. Ein beiderseits mit eincr Spindel endigender Pinsel ist natfirlich eine ,,Spindel,; ein Paar Garbcn mit den sich ausbreitenden Enden Each entgegengesetzten Seiten biidete die Gegenspindel oder Kreuzfigur. 5) Jeder Pinsel konvergiert beim Eintritt in und divergiert beim Austritt aus einem permeableren K(~rper oder ,Induktor, auf seinem Wege, indem er so ein Paar an dem Induktor verankerte Spindelenden bildet. 6) Die Achromatinfasern sind Ketten der Kraft, welche in der Spindel ihren Ausdruck findet; sie sind jedoch gebildet durch Auswacheen yon den Zentrosomen aus und kommen durch Biegung am Aquator zur Vereinigung; sie entstehen nicht durch Trcnnung in situ, wie im Falle der magnetischen Staubketten. 7) Ein weiterer Unterschied besteht darin, dab die Achromatinfasern kontinuierlich ned yon ziiher Haltbarkeit sind, wi~hrend die magnetischcn Ketten diskontinuieriich sein kSnnen und nur geringe Haltbarkeit besitzen. Die Resistenz der Achromatinfasern wird speziell ofi'enbar in den g'ebogenen oder verdrehten Spindeln zentrifugierter Eier. 8) Die VergriiBerung der Spindel bei Metazoen durch polares Auswachsen, Einbiegung und ~iquatoriales Verschmelzen ist ein absoluter Bowels, dab die Zentrosomen entgegeng-esetzte Polaritiit in bezug auf die dutch die Spindel ausgedriickte Kraft besitzen. 9) Aus 7) leiten wir ab, dab die Achromatinfasern nieht lediglich der Ausdruck yon Striimungen sein kiinnen, aus 8), dab die Zentrosomen mit Bezug anf die Spindelkraft nicht die >~gleichnamig'e,< Polarit~it haben kiinnen; damit fallen die Erkl'Xrungen mit Itilfe yon Striimung, 0smose, Elektrizitii, t yon LEDUC, KRISTINE BONNEVIE: DAMIANOVITCII und GALLARDO in sich zusammen. 10) Da ein zweipolig versehiedenpoliges Kraitfeld eine Zugspannung entlan~ den Kraftlinien und Drucksp'lnnung quer zu ihnen verlangt, so ist klar, dal3 die Zentrosomen unter der Einwirkung der durch die Spindel ausgedrfickten Kraftwirkung eine Tcndenz zeigen mfissen, sich einander zu nShern, und dab es eine andere Kraft oder KrKfte dabei geben muB, um sie wiihrend des Spindelwachstums auseinanderzuhalten oder sogar zu trennen: 
